I. INTRODUCTION
F UNCTIONAL magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with high temporal and spatial resolution is a potential method to map rapid and fine activation patterns of the human brain [1] - [5] . According to both theoretical estimations and experimental results [1] , [6] , [7] , activated signal variation is very low on a clinical scanner. Thus, analysis methods are required to find the response waveforms and the associated activated regions. Generally these methods can be divided into two categories depending on whether they require prior knowledge about activation patterns: model based and model free.
In model-based approaches, brain mapping is formed either by correlating with the estimated functional response, such as a boxcar waveform, in the time or frequency domain [8] , [9] or by comparing mean differences between the control and the activated states statistically [10] , [11] . Since they provide some statistical inference and are easy to implement, these methods are most widely used. However, the actual functional response, which differs from subject to subject and from condition to condition even under simple visual or motor tasks, is far more complicated than the usually assumed boxcar waveform or more sophisticated response models [12] , [13] . Analysis methods based on any simple response model will become less effective as experimental conditions become more complex or when applied to data of different subjects. This problem is crucial when analyzing single trial data, where the actual responses are complex and unknown and the exact period of activated state is hard to define [14] , [15] . In fact, even when the exact temporal response is not so crucial in analysis, the activation map produced by a model-based method only reveals the areas with the activities we anticipated, i.e., it is a biased activation map rather than the actual one and the averaged functional response in such regions is also biased. This fallacy could lead to incorrect conclusions when investigating characteristics of functional response under different modalities, stimulating rates, stimulation intensities, etc.
To study dynamic properties of actual response, one strategy is to use the averaged waveform in a region of interest (ROI) as a reference for correlation. The other is to study the responses in some ROI's only [16] . The previous approach limits our scope to the region with activity resembling the one in the selected ROI. The latter limits our ability to find activation in previously unexpected regions. Besides, selecting ROI's from a large amount of data is very tedious. Despite the situation where actual response is crucial the presence of hemodynamic response delay is still a problem, especially when using some statistical test, such as the test, for analysis. Although discarding images possibly covering this transition can avoid the problem, this strategy overlooks the physiological information in the transient hemodynamic response.
To eliminate the bias and limitation of model-based analysis methods and to satisfy the demand to analyze data with 0278-0062/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE complicated experimental conditions, analysis methods that do not rely on any assumed model of functional response are necessary. There are two kinds of model-free methods. One, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [17] , [18] or independent component analysis (ICA) [19] , [20] , transforms original data into high-dimensional vector space to separate functional response and various noise sources from each other. The major problem of PCA is that it only diminishes second-order dependency between each component. ICA can reduce higher order dependency but it is still limited by stationary distribution and the linear mixture assumption [20] . In addition, both methods require much more memory and processing time than other methods and therefore can not provide real-time analysis.
The other method, such as the fuzzy clustering analysis (FCA) [21] or self-organizing map (SOM) [22] , attempts to classify time signals of the brain into several patterns according to temporal similarity among these signals. In FCA, similarity is determined by a fuzzy membership function between each input waveform and cluster centroid [23] . With a proper selection of the fuzzy factor and cluster number, FCA is shown to be able to identify various patterns, such as artifact-related activities, venous contribution, different activation levels, etc., from the brain [24] - [26] . However, the result of FCA is highly dependent on the selection of the fuzzy factor and cluster number, especially when identifying features of small sizes. Since functional activation areas, compared to the brain are very small, this problem becomes crucial when finer activation structures are to be differentiated. If we tried to enhance the detectability by increasing the cluster number, the complexity of this algorithm will make the analysis very inefficient. Furthermore, FCA is sensitive to noise and initial values. This may make it either unable to converge or cause it converge to an erroneous result in some conditions [27] . Methods have been proposed to address some of these problems. For example, merging redundant clusters during iteration can improve processing speed [28] . Modifying the original Euclidean-based distance definition by correlation can reduce the sensitiveness to noise and initial values [27] , but features of different signal change levels, which may have important physiological meaning [29] , could be hard to separate using this strategy.
Kohonen's SOM [30] , which attempts to reduce the dimension while preserving the topological structure of a data set, can also be used in clustering. Based on competitive learning, it is not as computer intensive as FCA. Thus, features of small sizes can be more efficiently identified using more clusters. The problem of this algorithm is that it is not based on optimization of any object function, hence, it does not ensure convergence to optimal results and still will be sensitive to noise level and initial value [31] .
Using one-step processing to identify fine structures from a large noisy data set such as functional MR images is difficult for all clustering methods. In this paper, we propose a cascade classification scheme to overcome the problems: difficulty in finding activation of small area, sensitivity to noise and initial values, long processing time and large memory demand. A fast and robust clustering neural network, the Kohonen clustering network (KCN), is used in the first stage to classify fMRI time signals into many clusters to avoid misclassification. Then fuzzy means (FCM) is used to reorganize and merge the identified features into primary ones in the second stage. By combining both clustering methods, analysis power can be improved without sacrificing efficiency. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis [32] , [33] was performed on a series of computer generated testing phantoms to evaluate the properties and to compare the performance of this method with two of the most popular model-based analysis methods, correlation coefficient analysis (CCA) [8] and student test [10] . Human studies with regular and arbitrary paradigm designs were conducted to evaluate its effectiveness under actual conditions. A blind test with unknown-paradigm data from a remote MR institute is also demonstrated. Under a moderate noise level, this method can efficiently and stably extract functional responses with different signal change levels, temporal delays, complex activation patterns, etc., from regions occupying only 0.2% brain area. With the ability to identify features of small sizes, activation can be localized more precisely. Other noise sources, such as head motion, or activation from different signal sources can be discriminated.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Analysis Method
Analysis begins by eliminating undesired signals in the background and normalizing fMRI time signals (Fig. 1) . Then, preprocessed time signals are clustered by two cascaded clustering methods. The purpose of the first stage clustering is to diminish the size of fMRI data to some extent, but not too much, to avoid misclassification of ambiguous features and features of small sizes. Thus, we need a fast and robust clustering method to handle the large amount of fMRI data. In this study, an optimization-based Kohonen clustering neural network is used. The purpose of the second clustering method is to reorganize and merge the similar features identified in the first stage into primary ones. Because FCM, based on the the fuzzy membership function, is good at separating similar and ambiguous features, it is used in the second stage. After finishing classification, all patterns and their associated regions are displayed for choosing patterns of interest.
1) Preprocessing:
This stage is composed of background elimination and normalization: a) Background elimination: To increase analysis efficiency, only signals in the brain are processed. Pixels with values lower than a certain threshold are regarded as background. Empirically, we set the threshold value to be 1 10 of the highest intensity in the input image.
b) Normalization: Because we are only interested in the signal variation of functional MR images rather than their baseline signal intensities, the signal of each pixel will be subtracted by its mean value over the entire image sequence to eliminate the dependency of baseline intensity level. Not doing this will make the subsequent clustering procedures classify signals according to their baseline levels, leading to a result such as that of image segmentation. This is especially important when signals are acquired using surface coils.
2) Kohonen Clustering Network: Although the algorithm of SOM is not computer intensive, it is not guaranteed to converge to the optimal result due to its nonoptimization property. This property may also lead to erroneous classification under improper initial values or high noise levels. To reduce the sensitivity to noise and initial values, while preserving the fast computation property, an optimization-based modification proposed by Pal et al. [31] is used in this study.
The clustering procedure begins by selecting the desired cluster number . After initializing cluster feature vectors, preprocessed time course signals are compared with each feature in the pixel-by-pixel manner to find their best matching feature, the winner. Each pixel is assigned to belong to its winner cluster. Euclidean distance is used to determine the similarity between input vector and cluster features. Then every cluster features, not just the winner, are modified according to their distance between the input vector. The nearer the cluster feature is to the input, the more it modifies itself toward that input vector. After matching and learning the characteristics of every input vector, this process iterates until cluster features do not change very much.
3) Fuzzy C-Means: Fuzzy clustering, different from hard clustering, does not make clear-cut classification of a data set. Instead, it only evaluates the probability to each cluster that the input belongs, just as a human does. So it is more suitable in classifying ambiguous data. Because many cluster features identified by KCN resemble each other, we use FCM [23] to reorganize and merge them into fewer features.
This clustering also begins by selecting the desired cluster number and randomly initializing cluster features. In our study, is roughly 1 5 of . The goal of FCM is to create a fuzzy membership matrix in which each element describes the probability that the th input vector, , belongs to the th cluster feature, . To determine this membership matrix, the basic concept is that if the th input matches one cluster feature perfectly, the probability belonging to that cluster, , should be one and the probability belonging to other clusters should be zero for . If there is no perfectly matching cluster, the more an input vector resembles a cluster feature, the higher their membership is. The equation is of the form (1) where is the fuzzy factor that determines the degree of fuzziness of the membership function. After finding the membership matrix, each cluster feature is updated according to all input vectors and the membership between them. This procedure will iterate until the membership function converges. Then we assign each input vector to the cluster with the highest probability between them or to the cluster with not only the highest probability but also above a threshold value.
4) Choosing Features:
After the classification procedure is completed, one or more clusters will be selected to form the activation map. This can be done by manually or automatically comparing the temporal properties of the identified patterns. For new studies where the response of interest may not be estimated in advance, manual selection can be performed interactively using a GUI tool developed in our laboratory. Otherwise, clusters having high correlation coefficients with respect to the paradigm are selected automatically.
B. Phantom Design
Since KCN is the core of information extraction in this analysis method, the result will largely depend upon it. To understand the performance and the characteristics of KCN, five kinds of testing conditions were investigated using computergenerated phantoms. These conditions included noise level, activation area size, response phase delay, complex response, and head motion. Each phantom image consisted of several ellipses with different baseline intensities. Gaussian random noise was added in real and imaginary parts of Fourier domain to emulate actual noise distribution. The fMRI time series was composed of 36 images with an exponentially rising and falling functional activation waveform modulated by the testing condition added to a specific region. Two model-based methods, CCA and test, were also compared using the same phantoms. The boxcar reference waveform was used in CCA.
The usual functional signal change to noise ratio SNR) on conventional 1.5-T scanners could be as low as 1.5 or even lower. Therefore, phantoms with SNR and respectively, were studied. Examples of activation waveforms from two pixels with SNR and are shown in Fig. 2 (A1) and (B1), respectively. The activation area sizes were fixed at 0.2% of head size in this condition.
Because the learning algorithms of KCN and FCM update cluster features by all input vectors iteratively, the more a type of input feature is presented the more probable this feature will be identified. This means that a feature of a very small population could be concealed. This is very critical for fMRI analysis because the functioning area is typically very small compared with the whole brain. To test the ability to find features of a very small population, we designed six sets of phantoms with activation regions occupying 0.087%, 0.2%, 0.33%, 0.5%, 0.67%, and 0.83% of the designed head area. The SNR's were set at 2.0 and other noise levels were also studied for phantoms with larger activation area sizes.
In different sensory fMRI studies, phase lags of responses may be different for different subjects and processing systems involved. Since the underlying mechanism is not fully understood, this delay cannot be estimated under all conditions. Hence, the analysis power of model-based methods would be degraded while model-free methods, on the contrary, could be able to find the response pattern without being biased by any assumed model. To test the influences of delayed response, phantoms with phase delay between simulated response and the paradigm ranging from to were inspected. Their activation areas were fixed at 0.2% of head size and SNR's were fixed at 2.0.
In addition to hemodynamic delay, the actual response pattern may be very complex under different stimulation or incorporated cortical region. We simulated the response under sustained visual stimulation [13] with fatigue-or adaptationlike response and poststimulus undershoot by an exponential function with a time constant of 2 min. The SNR was set at 1.5 and the activation area was 0.2% of head size.
Gross head motion is one of the major artifacts in fMRI [34] . It will produce large signal variations on the edge of different parenchyma, especially between the cortex and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), thus decreasing analysis power and leading to erroneous interpretation of analysis results. Since this kind of variation is different from other signal sources, model-free analysis methods could be able to identify this signal pattern. Effects of head motion on analysis methods were studied using a phantom with a sudden rotation from 0.1 to 0.5 in the middle of the image sequence. Their activation areas were fixed at 0.2% of head size and SNR's were 2.0.
C. Evaluation-ROC Analysis
To evaluate the properties of this method and to compare its performance with CCA and test, ROC analysis was performed. There are two parameters in ROC analysis: sensitivity and specificity. In our study, sensitivity is the proportion of the activation site identified correctly, and specificity is the proportion of the inactive region identified correctly. Conventionally, the trajectory of both parameters are plotted under different thresholds by taking 1 specificity, also known as the false positive fraction, as its axis and sensitivity, also known as the true positive fraction, as its axis to form an ROC curve. Since the ideal value of sensitivity and specificity is one, any curve corresponding to a certain method closest to the ideal upper left corner of a ROC plot will be the method of choice.
To plot the ROC curve for both model-based analysis methods we varied the threshold of CCA from CC 0.10, 0.15, , to 0.50, and the threshold of test from value 0.5, 1.0, , to 4.0. For our proposed method, the threshold was chosen to be the output cluster number. This was because more clusters, such as a higher threshold, tended to have a higher value of specificity and a lower value of sensitivity. The cluster number of KCN was varied from 5, 10, 15, to 80. Larger cluster number was also studied in smaller activation area size condition. For FCM, the procedure is similar despite the fact that the cluster number only varied from 5, 6, to 10. The sensitivity and specificity of KCN or FCM under each cluster number were determined from the cluster with the highest correlation with respect to the paradigm. Then we compared the activation maps and the averaged waveforms in these regions, with all methods, under optimal threshold or classifying conditions, i.e., the conditions closest to the left upper corner of ROC curves.
D. Performance Test
In addition to the analysis power, two other important properties of our proposed method are computation time efficiency and insensitivity to initial values. The required computation time for a clustering algorithm to converge depends on many factors, such as the complexity of the algorithm itself, the error tolerance, the size of input data, the cluster number, the speed of the computer, etc. The processing time of CCA and test is very short due to the noniterative property of their algorithms. KCN and FCM, on the contrary, require much more time to converge. We compared the performance of CCA, test, KCN, FCM, and our cascade method (KCN FCM) using the same testing phantom. Since the cluster number will affect computation time, we also studied the converging time of KCN and FCM under different cluster numbers. All algorithms were written in C and compiled by a GNU C compiler (version 2.7.2, Free Software Foundation, MA, USA) with optimization running on a Sun SPARCstation 20 (Sun Microsystems, CA, USA). In addition, to test the sensitiveness to initial values, KCN was run ten times to evaluate the variation in sensitivity. Results under different SNR were also studied.
E. Human Experiment Design 1) Regular Versus Arbitrary Paradigm Design:
Motor cortex activation experiments were conducted using two kinds of paradigm designs. One was the traditional regular paradigm, which was composed of three repeated cycles of resting-stimulating states with 12 images in each state. During stimulating states, the subject was instructed to tap his or her fingers with self-paced complex finger movement patterns, such as 1-3-2-4-4-2-3-1 (1 represents the index finger, 2 the middle finger, and so on).
To test the ability to do blind analysis, we performed an arbitrary paradigm experiment on the same subject after the regular paradigm. In this experiment, a functional MR image series was divided into six blocks as in the regular paradigm experiment, but the stimulating blocks were selected voluntarily by the MRI operator. In addition, this paradigm was concealed from the person who analyzed the resulting data. The analysis method in this case did not have any given pattern to correlate with.
Four healthy subjects were investigated (three males and one female, ages [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . All experiments were performed on a standard 1.5-T GE Signa MR imager at National Taiwan University Hospital. Images were acquired using dual 3-in TMJ array coils positioned on the lateral sides of the parietal lobe by the desired motor cortex. Before each experiment, temporal stability was tested using a standard calibration phantom and the same fMRI imaging sequence stated below. If maximum temporal signal variation was below 1%, fMRI experiments proceeded. Sagittal T1-weighted images were acquired to localize the desired slice. The oblique axial slice crossing the primary motor cortex was selected. The fMRI series were acquired using the standard FLASH pulse sequence with first-order flow compensation. Imaging parameters were TR 100 ms, TE 40 ms, flip angle 20 FOV 24 24 cm, matrix size 256 128, slice thickness 4 mm, NEX 1.
2) Blind Test:
The power of model-free analysis is to identify actual functional response and other activity in the brain without any prior knowledge or assumption. To verify this, a fMRI data set from Kaohsiung Veterans General Hospital (KVGH), about 300 km away from our department, was analyzed without any knowledge about the actual paradigm. Then identified patterns and associated brain regions were Fig. 2(B) ]. Under the noisiest condition SNR 1.0), none of the methods could identify the actual activation region very well. Even though CCA and test, based on their assumed model, performed better than KCN, their averaged responses were biased by the boxcar paradigm [ Fig. 2(C1) ]. At the higher SNR condition, the activation pattern identified by KCN more resembled the designed response [ Fig. 2(C2) ] and the activation region is more precise. The ROC analysis (Fig. 3) showed that as SNR increased, KCN with its sensitivity boosted quite quickly began to surpass both model-based methods. The performance of KCN became comparable to CCA and test when the SNR was higher than 1.75. In addition to the general trend, the relation between the SNR and cluster number could be elucidated by plotting sensitivity and specificity versus cluster number (Fig. 4) . In general, specificity increased with cluster number monotonically, regardless of the noise level. Sensitivity, however, did not have a clear trend with respect to cluster number but tended to oscillate randomly when the SNR became lower. But for moderate noise levels, e.g., SNR 1.5, sensitivity did not change very much with respect to cluster number.
2) Dependence on Activation Area Size:
Since CCA and test analyze each pixel individually, they are not affected by the changes in activation area size (Table I) . Under the smallest activation area size condition (0.087% of the head size), both model-based methods identified the actual activation region correctly with only a few misidentifications, as in the case of high SNR. KCN also identified the actual activation region, but it misidentified more than both modelbased methods. However, as activation area size increased, KCN misidentifications decreased and the performance even 5 . The relation between the KCN cluster number with the optimal sensitivity and specificity and activation area size. Notice that the optimal cluster number decreased nearly linearly as area size increased.
surpassed both model-based methods when area size was larger than 0.2% of the head size. Furthermore, two other important properties were observed. One was that when the activated area size decreased, the cluster number needed to reach optimal sensitivity and specificity increased nearly linearly (Fig 5) . This suggested the use of more clusters when smaller activation regions were to be discriminated or when the size of input data was larger (e.g., more slices). The other was that when the activation area size was the same, specificity still increased monotonically along with cluster number, but sensitivity dropped dramatically when the cluster number exceeded a certain value due to over classification [ Fig. 6(a) ]. The use of FCM in the second stage could bring back these over classified patterns and elevate its sensitivity [ Fig. 6(b) ].
3) Effect of Phase Delay: Under the smallest phase lag condition (phase delay ) the performance of both modelbased methods dropped severely due to the bias of their false model (Fig. 7) . KCN, on the other hand, was not affected by any phase delay as we had expected. For a larger phase lag, both CCA and test could not find any well matched waveforms and became nearly a random guess (Table II) .
4) Effect of Complex Response:
When the actual waveform contained adaptation-like and undershoot properties, both model-based methods, due to their false assumptions, tended to find the regions with responses acting as the boxcar paradigm. Thus, this made their averaged waveforms relatively flat during and after the stimulating state. Only KCN could identify the actual fatigue-or adaptation-like response and undershoot precisely. 6 . The trends of sensitivity (the lines marked as sens) and specificity (marked as spec) with respect to the cluster number under the activation region occupying 0.67% of head area (a) before and (b) after using FCM to reorganize the features identified by KCN. When we used KCN only, increasing the cluster number too much decreased sensitivity due to over classification of response features. After applying FCM, the over classified features were rejoined and, hence, raised the sensitivity. Fig. 7 . When the phase delay was =6, the averaged waveforms in the activation regions identified by CCA and t test were biased by the assumed paradigm. On the contrary, KCN found the delayed response exactly. 
5) Effect of Head Motion:
For a rotation of less than 0.2 , no motion could be observed when displayed in the CINE mode and no motion-related pattern was identified by KCN. When the rotation equaled 0.2 , two patterns related to head motion were identified (Fig. 8) . Both patterns showed that a step at the time rotation occurred and their associated regions were located at the edges. This suggested that this analysis method could be used to find minor head motion.
6) Computational Time Efficiency: As we had expected, CCA and test were extremely fast-both took just a few seconds in our test. For KCN and FCM the processing time was much longer and was proportional to the cluster number (Table III) . Comparing both methods, FCM was far slower than KCN, thus, choosing KCN as the first-stage classifier was much more efficient. Although FCM was less efficient, cascading it in the second stage merely increased processing time a little for it only needed to process the features identified by KCN. 
7) Sensitivity to Initial Values:
Generally, the variation (measured by the standard deviation) of sensitivity under different initial values increased with the noise level. When SNR was higher than 1.75, KCN performed very stably (Fig. 9 ). In addition, the variation in sensitivity also tended to increase with the cluster number (although with one or two zigzags). This may be due to the increasing complexity of the possible solutions to the optimization problem. Therefore, it was easier to converge to other local minimums and it increased the variability.
B. Human Studies 1) Regular Versus Arbitrary Paradigm:
For the regular paradigm experiment, analysis results of one subject were shown in Fig. 10 . Two out of seven patterns identified by our proposed method corresponded to the paradigm. of these patterns with respect to the paradigm all exceeded 0.7. Comparing the activation regions of these clusters with that of CCA , corresponding and test two tailed, corresponding -value 3.21) results, all methods identified the activation site on the primary motor cortex of the left hemisphere successfully. However, CCA and test misidentified many unrelated regions as active, especially those on the opposite hemisphere.
One important thing worth noting was that after inspecting the activation regions found by CCA or test more closely, the large activation region on the left hemisphere actually contained at least two kinds of signal sources. One was from the motor cortex (the actual functioning site) and the other from the outside region of the motor cortex (a possible location of cortical venous vessels). While both model-based methods could not tell these different kinds of signals from each other, our proposed method discriminated them successfully and found that the signal change from the cortical region was much smaller than that from the cortical veins [ Fig. 10(e) ].
For the arbitrary paradigm experiment, both CCA and test could not be used due to the lack of exact information about the paradigm. On the contrary, our proposed method showed great success in this kind of experiment. After they were classified into 30 clusters by KCN and then into seven clusters by FCM, responses of three of the clusters seemed to represent some kind of functional activity patterns and their associated regions were all around the motor cortex (Fig. 11) . Compared with the actual paradigm determined afterwards by the MRI operator, the responses of these clusters were exactly coincident with the actual paradigm [ Fig. 11(d) ]. All of their with respect to the actual paradigm were higher than 0.75. Therefore, by merely looking at these regions and patterns, one could determine from the anatomy what kind of activation task it was and determine its exact activation pattern using this technique.
2) Blind Test: Data was first classified into 50 clusters by KCN, and then into fewer clusters by FCM. One pattern was found to contain the functional activation pattern (Fig. 12) . Its activation region and pattern both resembled the map and averaged waveform obtained using CCA with the actual paradigm transmitted from KVGH after this blind test. The subject actually performed a signature-writing task using his right hand. In addition to obtaining nearly the same result as CCA, our proposed method could identify three subclusters in this activation-related region (Fig. 13 ). Two were on the primary motor cortex, but with different signal change percentages. The other was on the premotor area and with larger signal variation, perhaps due to the complex hand movement associated with signature writing.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
A. Effect of Noise
From phantom studies, it was shown that the major limitation of this analysis method was noise level. Model-based methods, with the help of the functional response model, can achieve acceptable results, even when SNR was as low as one. Since a high noise level made the feature of functional response less clear, KCN could not converge to its optimum point easily, even when using many clusters. Although this method suffered from high noise level, let us not forget the goal of fMRI is not only to find the known response but also the unknown activation pattern and the associated region through the analysis method. This is what this method focuses on. Even if CCA and test were less vulnerable to noise, their identified response patterns and activation regions are biased by the assumed response and will certainly lead to inaccurate results when the actual response waveform does not resemble the estimated model. This is one of the important issues in analyzing and interpreting single-trial fMRI results [35] .
To overcome the low sensitivity under the noisy situation we tested using a Gaussian filter in the spatial domain. With a 7 7 (pixels) window size and full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 2 pixels, sensitivity could be elevated to near one with very few misidentifications and with little blurring of the activation region (Fig. 14) . In fact, in order to gain the benefit of high sensitivity while eliminating the disadvantage of the assumed response model in CCA, one could apply this modelfree method to get the actual response and take this waveform as a reference for the further analysis of CCA or test.
B. Influence of Activation Area Size
When a certain feature occurred more frequently in the input data, the more the output cluster related to this feature was trained. Thus, this feature could be identified more easily and more precisely, even when using fewer clusters. In other words, under the same noise level, a pattern of smaller area size would be influenced by other patterns, making it harder to identifiy. If one wanted to find an activation pattern of small area size, he could use more clusters or apply spatial filtering to elevate sensitivity and specificity. However, if the cluster number exceeded a certain value, KCN could over classify the pattern of the larger area and make the pattern split into two or more subpatterns as well as two or more subactivation regions, making the sensitivity decrease dramatically. This problem was overcome by incorporating FCM to merge the over classified features.
C. How Many Clusters Are Sufficient?
The complexity of physiological activities and other artifacts during a functional experiment make it difficult to determine the optimal cluster number in advance. The noise level of the acquired images and the activation area size of interest also affect the selection of the cluster number. Increasing the cluster number could elevate specificity and make the pattern of the smaller area size easier to identify. When noise level is low, a lower cluster number is needed. However, too many clusters will increase processing time and make the result hard to analyze. There should be a tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency. Usually we choose 30 to 50 clusters for KCN and 5 to 10 clusters for FCM for FLASH fMRI studies. If the activated region being investigated is very small compared with the brain area, more clusters are desirable.
One thing to be noted here is that although we treated the cluster number as the threshold value in ROC analysis, it is actually not equivalent to a threshold in ROC. Increasing this threshold did increase specificity, but sensitivity did not show an apparent decreasing trend. Under low noise level or a large activation area condition, sensitivity only fluctuated slightly at a certain level until over classification occurred. When a signal became noisier, the variation in sensitivity enlarged and tended to vary randomly. This meant that increasing the cluster number, unlike increasing the threshold, did not necessarily decrease the sensitivity. Therefore, one should not regard cluster number as a threshold in determining the optimal cluster number, especially when the noise level was high or the activation area was small.
There are several possible ways to solve the problem of the unknown optimal cluster number. One is using a cluster discovery network, such as adaptive resonance theory 1 (ART 1) [39] , to add cluster automatically if some pattern is quite different from existing cluster features. Using parameter estimation techniques in image classification or segmentation to estimate the optimal cluster number is another approach [40] .
D. Computation Time Efficiency
Although our method was more efficient than the FCMbased clustering method, it still required tens of minutes of computation time to process usual multislice echo-planar imaging (EPI) fMRI data. To further shorten the processing time there are two possible approaches. One is to reduce the cluster number by merging redundant clusters during the learning process, as proposed by Jarmasz et al. [28] . The other is to decrease the size of the input data. Since most brain regions contained no stimulus-related activity and the variation of the time-course signal in these regions was usually small, we could eliminate clustering these regions by setting a threshold on temporal variation.
E. Influence of Initial Values
Although KCN is less sensitive to initial values, improper initial values still affect the analysis ability of this method, especially under noisy condition. FCM also suffers from this problem. Improper initial values would make both clustering processes hard to converge, taking longer processing time and converging to the local minimum, thus producing unsatisfactory results. Since we still lack the best criterion for initialization, rerunning the clustering procedure seems to be the only solution when the analysis result is not very good. In our studies, we found that initializing KCN with zero vectors was a proper alternative.
F. Ability to Discriminate Large Venous Vessels or Other Signal Sources
Response from a larger activation area could be identified easier even under lower SNR. In other words, a lower level of activation with a larger area or a higher level of activation with a smaller area could be identified more accurately. This could explain why the signal from larger draining veins, which has a larger signal change due to flow-related enhancement [36] , [37] , could be separated from the BOLD signal from the cortical region in our study using a conventional gradient echo sequence. Even if images were acquired by ultra fast pulse sequences, such as EPI or spiral, locations of larger draining veins could also be identified, for they have longer delay time than signal from gray matter [38] . So this method could be helpful in separating the contribution from larger venous vessels and could provide a finer definition of the actual activation region. In addition, since the temporal properties of physiological motion, such as respiration, induced signal changes are different from stimulus-related activity, these signals could be extracted using this model-free analysis method.
G. Quantitative fMRI
Since current fMRI methodology lacks quantitative analysis abilities, how to extract quantitative parameters that can be used to describe neuronal function is one of the most important topics in fMRI studies. Some of the parameters of fMRI results seem to relate to different levels of neuronal activities. For instance, according to Price et al. [41] , the activated area size may be linked to the recruitment of active neurons under a motor experiment with different complexity. Since this model-free analysis method could provide much more precise activation maps of different activation response patterns, counting and comparing the activation area size became very easy. In addition, temporal characteristics of functional activities may also have a connection with quantitative studies such as calculating delay time and amplitude of the peak response. The identified feature waveform produced by this method would also be useful in examining these properties.
Thus, this method would be very helpful in studying and comparing not only qualitative but also quantitative fMRI studies.
V. CONCLUSION
The analysis power and properties of an efficient model-free analysis method for fMRI has been demonstrated. Compared with current clustering methods, this method can efficiently and stably extract activities with different signal change levels, phase delays, etc., from very small regions under moderate noise level and proper selection of the cluster number. Moreover, activities coming from different signal sources or other noise sources such as head motion can be identified. Thus, this method can provide a finer definition of the actual activation region and a new window to inspect the actual physiological activities in the working brain. The blind studies also show the potential of this method to find voluntary activation patterns and cerebral areas with fMRI alone. Further efforts will be focused on improving the processing time, determining the optimal cluster number, and statistical interpretation of identified patterns. Quantitative fMRI is also being studied at this moment.
